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Bios:
Samantha Biggs - Samantha is a Junior and has participated in a few theatre productions before! She
absolutely loves working with everyone in the theatre department!
Evan McRae - Evan is a senior and ﬁrst-time 24 Hour Play participant. His main interests are computer
programming and game design, but he has recently explored his skills in music technology, and now Mrs.
Tobiason has dragged him into all things theatre! He's ready to have fun and make the most of his last year at
Hammond.
Jordan Galeone - Jordan Galeone, aka Missi Clipse in drag, is a theatre fanatic and enthusiast for the arts. They
are an early graduate senior, and is going to Cosmetology School in coming years. They are looking forward to
expanding their artistry and craft as a performer while being involved in this production.
Kennedy Grant - Kennedy is a Sophomore and has participated in a few projects and productions for Hammond
High School. She’s very grateful to have gained experience as a director in the 24 hour play. She hopes that she
can participate in more theatre activities in the next 2 years.

Bios
Matthew Dietrich - Matthew is a Sophomore and has participated in numerous productions at Hammond and
with ITS. He is especially thankful for the ability to act and write for the second 24 Hour Play. He hopes
everyone enjoys this fantastic performance.
Alara Sheriﬀ - Alara is in her senior year in high school . She was very excited to do one of her last
performances for the year. She appreciates all the eﬀort that has been put into the show and is excited for
everyone to see it! :)
Stephen Espiritu - A senior and decorated member of the Hammond Band, Stephen has taken his step into the
world of theatre. Though he had been part of the pit orchestra for the past two musicals, Stephen has ﬁnally
picked up a script.

Bios
Skylar Shaﬀer - Skylar is a senior and this is her 3rd 24 hour play! She is also the president of the International
Thespian Society, and is very proud to have worked with everyone involved.
Kristina McKirahan - Kristina is very excited to be in her second 24-hour play! She is a senior at Hammond and
has loved being able to continue theatre in her last year.
Rachel England - Rachel is a junior at Hammond High school. She loves to participate in theatre productions,
whether it be virtually or in person.
Isabel Moskov - Isabel is a junior who is excited to be in the 24 hour play. This is her second virtual 24 hour play
and She hopes you enjoy it!
Deacon Sweeting - Deacons the name, acting's my game. He also happens to be a junior and have done a few
shows before. Hope you enjoy.

Bios
Grace Quade - Grace Quade is a sophomore at Salisbury University. She is grateful for this chance to cameo in
the 24 hour play.
Riley Proctor - Riley is a freshman and this is her second time being a part of a theatre production at
Hammond.
Melina Guth- This year was a unique experience for directors, actors and crew members. She’s happy to have
given the 24 hour play a shot and is looking forward to hopefully returning to in person crew work next year.
Preston Edwards - This is Preston's 4th play/musical, and he is very excited to do more theatre at Hammond
High School. Preston also enjoys playing basketball and hanging out with his friends and family.
Julia Steinberg- Julia is a sophomore at Hammond and is very excited to be a part of the 24-hour play and have
a slice of every role possible. She’s looking forward to doing in-person shows in the future, but will stick with
the virtual ones for now. Enjoy!

Thank You’s
“Special thank you to Sydney for helping me with the monologue!” - Samantha Biggs
“I wanted to Thank all of my actors, Matthew, Sami, Isabel, and Skylar for being so wonderful and bringing your amazing
ideas and talents. Thank you for being so collaborative and understanding, especially with virtual theatre as being a
diﬃcult as it is, you all are amazing! I wanted to Thank Kaiya for writing such a fun and pleasant play. Thank you to Mrs.
Tobiason, Skylar, and the rest of the production team for organizing this event.” - Sydney Finger
“I am very grateful to my group for being so fun. I’m also thankful for the group who produced the script I wrote - “Peer
Portraits” - for being so adaptable and talented.” - Skylar Shaﬀer
“Thank you to those who believed in me even when I didn't.” - Evan McRae
“Thank you Skylar for being such a great ITS president, you do so much for us! Thank you Mrs. Tobiason for making this
24 hour play possible. Thank you to my scene director Kaiya, and thank you to Riley P for being such a great scene
partner.” - Rachel England
“Thank you to Avery, Alara, Skylar, and the rest of my group for helping me be able to do this project!” - Stephen Espiritu

Thank Yous
“Thank you to everyone who made this an enjoyable experience!” - Jordan Galeone
“Thank you to Kaiya for being such an amazing director and thank you to Ms. Tobiason and Skylar for making this
possible.” - Riley Proctor
“Thank you to everyone who pushed me to do theater because without them I wouldn’t be the person i am today :)” Alara Sheriﬀ
“Thank you to Alara, Stephen, and Preston for being so direct-able and for the amazing performance they put on. You
guys rock! Thank you to Matt for writing the wonderful script and taking the time to piece your ideas together.” Kennedy Grant
“Thank you to my mom, dad, and all of my siblings” - Preston Edwards
“Thank you to my wonderful Peer Portraits group for making my job easy, even when plans changed, and thank you to
Avery and all of the amazing pirates for taking my mishmosh of a crazy idea and making it something watchable. Also,
shoutout to Skylar for putting so much hard work into getting this all to work. We appreciate you!” - Julia Steinberg

DRAMASTICS!!
Please join us for our next improv
performance!
March 17, 2021 at 7:30 PM
For more information or to register
online please visit
https://www.hammondhightheatr
e.org/dramastics

